
We know the personal care market.
Our extensive experience in the personal care market isn’t just in 

state-of-the-art production techniques that maximize your product’s visual 

impact. We understand the complicated details, like changing regulatory 

labeling requirements and the trends that shape your industry’s landscape. 

We don’t just print labels. We conquer challenges.
Our packaging experts collaborate with your team to evaluate your project

from every angle. We offer innovative solutions to increase purchase appeal,

enhance brand graphics, and improve production efficiencies.

Folding Cartons
Enhance your product’s presentation
with the elegance of folding cartons.
Panels offer ample room for branding and
promotional text, and windows can be
added to allow product to show through. 

Film Labels with
Combination Printing
Create an attractive, high-end
look with an ultimate combination
of soft-touch varnishes or matte
overlaminates for tactile intrigue
and metallic inks, foils, or 
substrates for eye-catching
reflective qualities. 

Flexible Packaging
Achieve impactful graphics on a
variety of substrates and enjoy
trouble-free sealing. Trust the 
printing of your prime labels, folding
cartons, and sample packs to us 
to ensure brand consistency
across multiple applications. 
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Trademarks pictured are the property
of their respective owners.

By minimizing the amount of  material you need to package products, and 

often eliminating excess packaging components, we offer sustainable packaging

options that help you reduce environmental impact, while maintaining 

effectiveness and brand presence. We adhere to responsible environmental 

practices at all our manufacturing facilities. Our efforts to reduce our 

environmental impact have been honored by third-party organizations. 

Let our innovation impact your brand. And your bottom l ine. 

Discover more innovative ways we’ve helped bui ld brands

at wsinnovates.com/casestudies

Intrigued by what we can do for you?
Contact us and request a consultation
and samples at wspackaging.com

FlexVision™ is a registered patent of WS Packaging Group, Inc. Patent US 6,752,431. EasyTab® is a registered patent of WS Packaging Group, Inc. Patents US 6,413,604, US 6,858,108 and US 6,749,916. FlexWrap™ is patent-pending.
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Expand your label space—
without expanding your retail footprint.

MultiVision® resealable extended text labels offer the space you
need for regulatory requirements, multiple languages, consumer
education, health and safety warnings, and cross-branding
opportunities—in a more sustainable format. 

Patented FlexVision™ labels are the
only extended text labels for plastic
tubes and flexible surfaces with a
diameter of 1-3/8" and larger. These
waterproof resealable labels enable
brand owners to replace direct 
decoration silkscreen graphics 
with high-quality process printing.

EasyTab® labels feature a consumer-friendly
easy-open tab that recloses for a minimum
of two years. The construction can be 
precurved to the package and contains 
up to nine single sheets or 18 pages of
copy space above the base label. 
EasyTab labels can be auto-applied 
using standard equipment.

Patent-pending, moisture-resistant
FlexWrap™ is designed for diameters
smaller than 1-3/8". Perfect for plastic
tubes, lip balm barrels, or tight diameters
down to a minimum of 3/8".

PRESSURE-SENSITIVE LABELS | METALLIC LABELS | IN-MOLD LABELS | PROMOTIONAL LABELS | FOIL STAMP LABELS | COMBINATION PRINTED LABELS | LITHOGRAPHIC SHEETED LABELS | LITHOGRAPHIC FOLDED CARTONS | SHRINK DECORATIONS | PRIVATE LABEL APPLICATIONS | CUSTOM SOLUTIONS 

Get complicated label and packaging projects done easily. 
We offer extensive capabilities in flexographic, screen, digital, and offset printing and 

an amazingly convenient online ordering, proofing, and brand graphics management 

system capable of seamlessly managing thousands of SKUs.

The equipment—and capacity—to make your project come to life.
With printing and packaging facilities across the U.S. and in Mexico, including hundreds 

of printing presses, our resources are ready when you need them. We can also design

labels and packaging elements to work with your specific production equipment. 

Or, we can custom build equipment to fit your production line. 

Foil Stamp Labels
Increase your product’s
perceived value and attract
consumers’ attention by
adding shine and shimmer
with “precious metal”
embellishments such as a
band of gold, a copper leaf,
or a silver border. 

In-Mold Labels with Combination Printing
Create a unique, maximum-impact look
that differentiates your brand from the
rest by printing a combination of flexo,
litho, silkscreen, and hot stamp. This
can be done all in the same pass for
speed and cost-efficiency.

Clear Film Labels
Many brands invest in
unique containers that 
project their brand identity
through color and shape.
Enhance this investment
with a clear label that does
not interfere with your
package but rather projects
a sophisticated “no-label”
look allowing your container
to shine through.

Metallized/Prismatic Labels
Create a wide spectrum 
of effects by using a 
combination of transparent 
and opaque inks printed on 
an unlimited variety of 
patterned prismatic/metallic
papers. Coatings can also 
be added to resist water, 
chemicals, and abrasion. 

Flexible Tube Labels
Project strong brand 
presence with smooth 
labels that don’t wrinkle, 
buckle, or pucker on tubes.
These pressure-sensitive
labels do not interfere with 
the sealing process, allowing
consistent sealing on the 
end of each tube. 

With thousands of existing SKUs on the shelf

and hundreds of new products on the horizon

in the personal care market, it’s critical that

your brand stands out—with a message that

cannot be ignored. 

Why WS Packaging?
Take a closer look.

Confused by ever-changing
label regulations?
Let us help.

We can assist you to help ensure

your label meets the latest laws and

regulations. Our team is constantly

doing research to ensure all our 

solutions meet these requirements.

We also offer Webinars and 

educational seminars 

for customers. 

Put the power of WS Packaging innovation to work for your brand…


